BUS RAPID TRANSIT & RAIL STATIONS
Sleek lines. Stylishly modern. Durable strength.

THE PERFECT FIT FOR COMMUNITIES ENHANCING THEIR BRT AND RAIL SYSTEMS

Our BRT/Rail Series works in concert with communities focused on streamlining their transit systems through bus rapid transit and rail services. The sleek lines and modern twist on traditional bus shelters results in a BRT/Rail shelter that creates a stylish Sense of Place™ for fast-paced metropolitan cities. And with options like solar-power, smart device connectivity and digital advertising/information displays, your community will appreciate your commitment to innovation.

The Bus Rapid Transit/Rail shelter series is both beautiful and well built, bringing a combination of purpose-driven design and unsurpassed durability to your community that will last for decades. Cutting-edge looks and quality craftsmanship...that’s the Tolar Difference.

Tolar’s Award-Winning Design Team Understands:

- The role of quality transit shelter and street furniture amenities in ridership growth
- The practical approach to balancing costs with needs and desires
- A modular approach to leverage unique part cost containment for multiple transit shelter sizes
- Local building code requirements
- The need for a measurable Quality Control Plan
- How to efficiently work with your chosen engineering design firm(s) with specific experience in transit hardscape, ADA and technology integration
- Custom branding for success

Gull Wing roof is available arched (above) or angled (left)

Completely customizable BRT solutions creating a true Sense of Place™

Equipment display cabinets, glass roof, art elements and more

Stainless steel framing and laminated glass roof
THE TOLAR DIFFERENCE
END-TO-END QUALITY CONTROL

As North America’s leader in the design and fabrication of award-winning, best-in-class transit shelters, solar solutions, street furniture and digital/information displays, Tolar Manufacturing Company has a reputation of delivering uniquely designed, quality-built products on time and on budget. This doesn’t happen by accident. It’s the result of the company’s commitment to invest in purpose-driven design, top-notch materials sourcing and specifications, standardized fabrication processes and end-to-end quality control unmatched in the bus stop shelter and outdoor furnishings industry.

Tolar Manufacturing Company is guided by the following set of principles, which we refer to as, The Tolar Difference.

OUR VALUES: We listen to understand, not simply to reply. This is a creed we stand by. Our clients come to us with a vision and specific needs to fulfill when it comes to their transit shelter and outdoor furniture projects. So, we listen… and listen with intent. We then ensure we understand and explore that vision and the community’s expectations. Next, we execute on that vision, putting our team of skilled professionals to work developing a durable yet distinctive final product.

As a recognized transit shelter and outdoor structure manufacturing leader in our industry, the Tolar Team understands that product knowledge, professional talent, hard work and a dedication to serve our clients are the essential elements required to successfully bring a project from concept to reality.

OUR CLIENTS: Potential clients come to us with a detailed plan or simple concept for their bus shelter, out of home or street furniture project. We take pride in listening and ensuring that as the process moves forward and the product takes shape, our client’s vision is executed and their goals are achieved.

OUR PROCESS CONTROLS: Having the most diverse portfolio in the industry requires highly standardized processes. Each step taken by the Tolar team is governed by our extensive quality control manual, which is certified by the internationally recognized accreditation agency, Clark County (NV) Building Department. This ensures that all disciplines from designers to engineers to fabricators clearly understand the desired end result of every project. Needless to say, our employees take pride in their specific roles when they understand how what they do matters in delivering our best-in-class bus shelter and outdoor street furniture products that exceeds client expectations, time and again.

CREATING BUS SHELTERS AND OTHER OUTDOOR STRUCTURES OF DURABILITY AND DISTINCTION THAT REFLECT THE CHARACTER OF YOUR COMMUNITY . . . THAT’S THE TOLAR DIFFERENCE.

32’ Tolar Signature BRT Shelter for Escondido (CA) with custom columns and a signaling beacon

48’ Signature BRT stainless steel SmartPlace™ shelter featuring equipment display cabinets, glass roof, art elements and protective railings

Custom trolley shelters featuring all steel construction, custom roof panels, custom lighting, and concrete post cladding

Signature Radius Roof BRT shelter featuring custom Music City glass, lean rail, bike loops, trash receptacle and fiberglass and backlit information kiosk

These styles are representative of product options within this series. VISIT WWW.TOLARMFG.COM FOR ADDITIONAL IDEAS, OPTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

Made in the USA, © 2017 Tolar Manufacturing Company
All shelters, displays and street furniture are proudly designed and fabricated in Corona, California, USA